
Urban MAESTRO in a few questions….



● What is the design governance landscape of the European continent, its countries and cities?  Do 

jurisdictions share qualities and tools in common, where is the innovation occurring, and how can 

this be understood?

● What innovative public policy tools are available to stimulate urban spatial quality?  How have they 

been applied across the diversity of the local, national and EU contexts?

● Which financial policies and instruments have been effective in delivering high quality development 

over the recent past, or can be used in association with the tools of design governance?

● What are critical conditions for public-people partnerships to be successful and which resources

need to be put in place in order to make the involvement of CSO’s in high quality design long

lasting?

● How is Europe competing on the global stage as regards the drive for greater urban attraction, 

competitiveness and social cohesion through spatial quality?

● Is it possible to establish a typology of urban design governance policies and tools and assess their 

effectiveness, equality and efficiency?



● Does the current finance landscape contribute to the emergence of better quality urban 

development and better places? How could existing financing instruments be supported, adjusted 

or developed to enhance this process? 

● Gender and equity concerns: Does the initiative and associated outcomes adequately reflect 

relevant gender and minority issues? 

● Policy recommendations.  Based on the above, what policy recommendations can be formulated 

of relevance to local, national and European decision makers in order to increase spatial quality in 

European urban development and or urban areas?



● Is there a demand or need for a “European reference framework on innovative urban spatial policy”?  

Can lessons learnt from the scoping and learning processes become the basis for such a framework?

● Are existing design governance organisations (urban design labs) in Europe sufficiently connected 

among each other and with non European initiatives? 

● How can lessons learnt from the scoping and learning activities inform local, national and European 

policies?  How could it be connected to other European urban research initiatives, including national 

research agendas and existing service providers? How to link up with existing CSO networks and exploit 

better the role they can play in high quality development?    

● How would governments and cities beyond Europe benefit from the learning?  How could urban design 

governance approaches be adapted to emerging economies, development cooperation and crisis 

contexts?

● Is there a basis for positioning urban design governance within the global urban debate?  How could it 

be achieved and what could be the role of European expertise within that context?



• To provide an overview of the European urban design governance landscape, by taking stock of 

the dominant tools and processes used across the continent, including revealing the range of innovative practices that focus on the 

spatial quality of the urban built environment (place quality) and the financial mechanisms needed for its realization.  The emphasis 

will be primarily on the informal (soft) tools of urban design governance and associated innovative financing tools that help to deliver 

urban quality.

• To drill down into the practices that are most effective at positively shaping the quality of 

places, by sharing knowledge, experiences and outcomes between practitioners across Europe.  Learning will extend from the 

practicalities of particular tools, to the political, financial, wider governance, development, and community engagement processes 

within which they are used

• To establish a peer-to-peer collaboration and learning network among the multi-stakeholders that 

support the range of innovative design tools and processes, and in so doing provide the opportunity for participants to contribute to 

the development of a European community of practice with a focus on the governance of urban design.

• To encourage and enable public authorities to adopt an enhanced policy agenda of urban 

design governance, based on a full understanding of the range of urban design governance tools and processes, proven 

successful stories and lessons learnt from failure, and the innovation made possible through better understanding and collaboration. 
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11:20

How can Urban MAESTRO contribute to better European cities?  

Users’ and practitioners’ perspective.

Dialogue with urban practitioners, NGOs, real estate sector, local authorities and universities.

11:50

Member States and EU institutions’ perspective.

Looking for synergies with Member States’ and European Commission coordinated initiatives in urban research 

(JPI Urban Europe, H2020, JRC), urban policies (Urban Development Group, European Urban Agenda), 

architectural policies (European Forum for Architectural Policies, Creative Europe), cultural, environmental, 

development cooperation and related policies.

12:20 Questions and answers

Conclusions


